ICD-10 Professional Services Group

WE EASE YOUR BURDEN OF CONVERSION
Regardless of the new ICD-10 deadline for compliance, healthcare organizations are
challenged with finding the right resources to make change happen. With sweeping
change to their operations, documentation, workflows and technology, many are
struggling to continue their daily job responsibilities while working on ICD-10.
There are great opportunities to optimize IT, HIM, clinical, and revenue cycle
processes. But not having the right team to assist you can result in implementation
failures, compliance issues, penalties, project delays, payment denials, and
productivity declines.
It is critical to quickly identify your priorities, gaps, potential risks, and implement
a well-defined ICD-10 strategy and project plan for initiation, implementation,
remediation, testing, Go-live and post Go-live.
Leverage our experience combined with your internal expertise to quickly provide
the support you need. We employ a straightforward methodology that can mitigate
risks such as:
►► Productivity
►► Revenue
►► Project

declines

cycle degradation

delays

►► Adoption
►► Failure

failure

to upgrade IT application
on time

“Leidos, through their
consultants, presented
a very well integrated
approach and solution
to how HHSC could
mitigate the challenges
presented with the
transition to ICD-10.”
— LANCE SEGAWA
Chief Operating Officer
Hawaii Health Systems Corporation

SERVICE OFFERINGS
►► ICD-10

Rapid Assessment Prep

►► ICD-10

Jumpstart Methodology

►► Project

and program
management

►► Financial
•

risk mitigation
Resource planning

►► Testing
•
•

strategy and test plan
A step-by-step approach
Testing support

Program, Project, and Change
Management
Leidos Health has a proven
track record of leading complex,
enterprise-wide initiatives. Let us
supply you with experts in:
►► Tactical

transition work plan

►► Vendor

software
implementation

►► Application
►► Internal

upgrades

testing

►► External

testing

►► End-to-end

testing

Optimization and Remediation
Projects
►► EHR

configuration

►► Training
►► CAC
►► Integrated
►► Reports

testing

and forms remediation

►► Revenue

EXPERTISE
We bring many years of strategic planning, IT integration projects, operational
optimization, and project management experience to healthcare organizations of
all sizes, including academic and specialty hospitals, as well as physician practices.
Our team can help fill the gap between your HIT vendors’ ICD-10 deliverable
commitments and your existing staff by developing a solution tailored to your
organization.
We understand that helping a healthcare provider navigate the confusing and
complex issues of ICD-10 requires detailed, specific, actionable plans, and
knowledge based on real experience, not just a recommendation and a high level
plan. We have consultants with certification in many IT systems and years of business
operational experience. We focus on pragmatic actions because we understand the
importance of federal mandates, and we know ICD-10.
OUR STRATEGIC APPROACH
We understand how ICD-10 will impact your entire organization. We serve as
strategic advisors, program and project directors at client sites across the country.
Our approach will help to ensure that your technology, communication, reports, and
even data analytics are included in the transition plan. Our customized approach:
►► Identifies

all processes and systems impacted by ICD-10
transition readiness and reporting readiness gaps with recommendations
to close them
►► Delivers analysis, schedules, estimates, etc. key to transition planning and risk
mitigation
►► Recommends pragmatic, actionable implementation stages and methods
to achieve critical equivalence while minimizing productivity losses and
reimbursement variances
►► Provides ICD-10 remediation expertise and project services to maintain optimal
operations throughout the transition
►► Evaluates

Our Leidos Health ICD-10 Strategic plan includes:
Assess
impacts and
initiate
project

Analyze
detailed
remediation
gaps

Design and
develop
remediation
solutions

Implement
remediation
plans and
design testing

Optimize
revenue cycle
and business
performance

cycle protection
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ABOUT LEIDOS HEALTH
Leidos Health combines the legacy expertise of maxIT Healthcare, Vitalize
Consulting Solutions, and FORTUNE 500® company SAIC to improve patient care
and reduce costs for more than 800 public and private healthcare organizations.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
877.652.4099
contact.us@leidoshealth.com
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Contact us today to find out how we can improve your EHR optimization, IT strategy,
revenue cycle, cybersecurity, Meaningful Use, ICD-10 transition, technology
infrastructure, and project management.

